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January – May 2016



Hendrik Kanise Combined School serves 490
learners in grades R-12 in Alicedale, a remote
township outside of Grahamstown. It is a vibrant
school that faces many challenges due to its location
and the surrounding community.

About the School

Matric Pass Rates
2011 93%
2012 92%
2013 83%
2014 80%
2015 43%



1. The project kicked off with
an official site visit by the
Sifunda Kunye & Calabar
Foundation Directors in January.

About the Project 2. We combined two classrooms to
accommodate a larger lab space.
The wall came down and the space
was prepped for the installation.
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3. After demolition, the first step on
any new lab is installing security bars
on windows and doors to ensure the lab
and technology are safe.

4. Then we get to work preparing the
space for the projector, desks, air
conditioners, and eventually, the
technology.



5. Since this lab is equipped with
laptops, we installed a storage safe
where they can be safely charged
overnight, ensuring electrical shortages
at the school won’t affect lab usage in
the future.

6. St. Andrew’s College IT Team
came in to help with the network
and technology installation. It
always looks worse before it looks
better.



7. We worked with local
carpenters to fabricate and install
the desks. The lab is designed to
be used as both one large lab or
two smaller separate labs, giving
the school more flexibility.

8. We installed bookshelves to
provide a small library for the
school. Curtains help us control
the lab’s temperature, protecting
the computers from overheating.



9. Finally, we bring in the last of
the furniture and the computers
and install the CAMI and word
processing software. We test the
server and internet access as well.

10. Locks on the laptops
and at each station ensure
the computers remain
secure in the lab.



11. The lab officially opened on May 9th, 2016.
Hendrik Kanise held a wonderful Grand Opening
Ceremony to honor the special occasion and
thank all those involved in the project.



12. The last step is to train the
teachers in the software and how to
incorporate the computer classes
into the curriculum and timetable.



The best part of the finished lab
is seeing it busy with learners!



Project Overview
Timeline
Project Start Date: 
January 6th, 2016

Completion Date:
May 9th, 2016 

Project Duration:
5 Months

Lab Specs
52 Laptops
52 Workstations
2 Projectors
1 Printer
1 Server
1 Safe
4 Security Cameras
4 Air Conditioners
1 Library
4 Whiteboards
1 Full-Time Facilitator

Costs
Laptops R301,000
Workstations R80,000
Projectors R14,000
Server R25,000
Printer R2,000
Safe R25,000
Security Cameras R3,000
Air Conditioners R24,000
Library R22,500
Whiteboards R20,000
Other Tech Costs
& Renovations R193,500

Total R710,000

Special Thanks
The project was fully funded by the Calabar Foundation.  We would like 
to thank the Calabar Foundation, Administrative staff and faculty at 
Hendrik Kanise, the Grahamstown District Department of Basic 
Education, the St. Andrew’s College IT Team, and the Sifunda Kunye 
staff for making this project possible. 

Visit
www.calabarfoundation.org
www.sifundakunye.org

to support this and other 
high-impact projects in 

the Eastern Cape.


